Astronomy Computer Lab

Department Contact

To request software changes or to request a new account please contact Kelly Quinney. If there are issues in the lab please report them immediately to hel p@cns.utexas.edu.

Installed Software (including but not limited to):

- Anaconda
- Aquamacs
- AquaTerm
- Astroconda and IRAF
- Atom
- Audacity
- bashrc setup script
- cartopy
- CASA
- Chrome
- ds9
- fastavro
- Firefox
- galexpy pyvo
- Gawk
- gfortran
- Gimp
- GNUPlot
- gPhotot
- IDL
- Java
- lightkurve
- MacTex
- Mathematica
- MesaSDK
- Microsoft Office
- Paraview
- Period04
- PgPlot
- py_mesa_reader
- pyqtgraph
- RealVNC Viewer
- SciSoft (includes iraf)
- sexttractor
- skim
- Skype
- Starlink
- Stellarium
- TOPCAT
- wget
- x2goclient
- Xcode Command Line Tools
- XQuartz
- Zoom